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For college classes, where the desire may be 
simply to illustrate the cleverness, the variety 
and the malice of the attacks upon Hugo, the 
book offers interesting examples. Otherwise its 
value is slight. There is a convenient inven- 
tory of pamphlets in an appendix, but the 
list of parodies which Mr. Bersaucourt draws 
up in the chapter on drama is les complete 
than that of Blanchard,8 published eight years 
earlier. The absence of information about the 
authors of the pamphlets is disappointing. 

HOR&TIO E. SMITH. 
Yale Urnveraity. 

1'Le Thd4re de Victor Htugo et la Parodie, Amiens, 
1904. 

Gramatica Hi8t6rica de la Lengu= Castellan, 
por FnEDEIco HANssEN. Halle: Max Nie- 
meyer, 1913. 8vo., xiv + 367 pp. 

In 1910 Hanssen published a Spanische 
Grammatik auf h1itori8cher Grundlage, of 
which the present book is a revised version. 
Nevertheless, by a remarkable oversight or in- 
tent,the Gramdtica Histo6rca contains scarcely a 
mention of the author's previous book. Indeed 
the chief criticism to be made against the new 
and valuable study is the lack of an adequate 
title page and the total lack of an introduction 
or preface giving the reader some idea of the 
aim, scope and special features of the book. 
The lack of prefatory material does not mean, 
however, that the author has failed to utilize 
the reviews of the German edition. References 
to these reviews are cited in many instances 
and show especially the importance attached 
to that of Lang in Romnzic Review, II (1911). 

The most notable changes in the revised ver- 
sion of the grammar are: (1) Treatment of 
syntax as a separate section instead of in con- 
junction with individual chapters of morphol- 
ogy; (2) study of the verb as the last of the 
inflected parts of speech instead of as the first; 
(3) consecutive numbering of paragraphs, in- 
stead of the use of numeral divisions and sub- 
divisions; (4) addition of rubrics for each 

paragraph and section; (5) addition of three 
new chapters, "La formaci6n nominal" (pp. 
121-155), "La formaci6n verbal." (pp. 155- 
162)) "Los compuestos" (pp. 162-172). The 
presence of these last named chapters accounts 
for the fact that the word-index of the volume 
is enlarged about forty per cent. On the bib- 
liographical side, this new edition maintains 
the high standard of the earlier work. Not 
only have we a revision of the bibliography of 
the individual chapters or sections, but the in- 
troductory chapter (entitled "Abreviaturas") 
has been brought up to date for the critical 
studies, and has been considerably extended in 
the matter of illustrative texts. 

The book as a whole has already attained 
high rank in its original form; in the revised 
translation its value is still further increased 
by the many judicious changes and additions. 

In a work of such broad scope as Hanssen's 
Gramatica, we naturally find variation in the 
method of treating or estimating the more 
fundamental questions of historical grammar. 
In the following remarks I add a few sugges- 
tions regarding method of treatment and indi- 
vidual details. As in the German edition, the 
description of the Spanish sounds is accurate, 
but the treatment of physiological development 
of these sounds is meagre indeed. In other 
words, while the sound changes are correctly 
tabulated, the explanations of these change 
are often inadequate or entirely ladking.. A 
few examples will suffice to illustrate this point. 
In ? 53 we read that " en la segunda parte del 
siglo XIV is segaido de 11 se convirti6 en i: 
Cwastiella>Casti7la, martiello>martillo." This 
is true but the change itself is due to the fact 
that in the XIV century the 1U had become pala- 
talized and thus made possible the vowel 
change. In the same paragraph we find that 
" en palabras de poco acento, is puede llegar A 
ser i," but the examples cited in illustration 
(dizetres8, dizesiets, disiocho) show that the 
following dental sibilant was an important 
factor in the change. The vocalization of l 
(al + cons.) is recorded (?? 92, 136) but there 
is no mention of the back I in this connection. 
As one further illustration of the point in 
question compare the treatment of Foersteres 
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Law (? 57) on the basis of such general terms 
as 'alterar' and 'mutaci6n.' 

Another general feature of the book deserves 
comment, namely, the use of such general 
references as " hemos hablado arriba" (cf. 
?? 676, 687, 695, 715, etc.) instead of specific 
cross references. Finally, the use of the term 
'vocal de apoyo' (or some similar equivalent 
for Stiitzvokal or voyelle d'appui) would have 
clarified the treatment of both final and medial 
e after certain consonant groups; cf. especially 
?? 62, 67. In the following remarks I offer in 
tabulated form a few comments on individual 
paragraphs of the grammar. 

? 1. The only works recommended as " gra- 
mAticas pricticas " are the Academy and the 
Bello-Cuervo grammars. The grammars of 
Wiggers and Ramsey might well have a place 
in this section. 

? 13. To the studies of Germanic influence, 
add Meyer-Liibke, Die altportugiesischen Per. 
sonennamen germanischen Ursprungs, in Sit;- 
zungsber. der Wiener Alcad. CXLIX (1905). 

? 48. The diphthong in nieve, nseva may 
show influence of hielo, hiela. 

? 65. In connection with norabuena, cf. 
nemiga, namorar. 

? 66. While the words angel and ap6stol may 
be vocatives, it seems more probable that they 
show apocope of final o due to close syntactical 
combination with a following proper name; 
thus, el angel Gabriel, el ap6stol Santiago; 
compare capitan, ermitan, Fernan, Bernald, 
and other examples quoted in ? 72. 

?? 94-102. These paragraphs treat such phe- 
nomena of " Prosodia " as dieresis, elision, 
crasis, synalepha and even proclisis, but do not 
include that most striking Old Spanish phe- 
nomenon, enclisis. In ? 173 this latter phe- 
nomenon is treated, but in quite a summary 
manner. 

? 92, entitled " Consonantes que se convier- 
ten en u," should mention the group, cautivo, 
bautismo, etc. Cf. ? 160. 

? 104. It is worthy of note that Latin ini- 
tial h disappears not only as a sound but also 
as a written symbol. 

? 110. San calvador (which occurs in Cid, 
2924) is explained by Ford as due to the inter- 

polation of t between the n and s of San Sal- 
vador. This explanation df the ( has been 
retained by Hanssen. It is more probable that 
the original form was Sant Salvador, and con- 
sidering the close syntactical relation of the two 
words we have already at hand the authentic 
ts as an explanation of the ( in (7alvador. 
For -similar cases of fusion of Sant with the 
following noun, cf. Santillana, Santiago and 
even San Telmo. In the same paragraph (as 
well as in ? 630) Hanssen overlooks Ford's 
interesting etymology of quiza; namely qui te 
sapit (cf. Old Spanish Readings, p. 79), which 
furnishes an etymon having the necessary ts 
element. 

? 121. While XIII century documents show 
a final d (<Latin intervocalic t), this d was 
probably voiceless. The orthographic d of 
rogad is by influence of rogades, just as the 
final d of verdad is due to the plural verdades. 

? 126. Spanish 11 has become z not only in 
Buenos Ayres and New Mexico, but also in 
certain parts of San Salvador and Mexico. 

? 153. In regard to the fall of s in popular 
speech of the early period, a bit of evidence 
may be added to the valuable material pre- 
sented by ILang, in Rom. Rev. II, 335. In his 
discussion of the Spanish proverb, Otro erra- 
mos, Correas states that the real meaning of 
the expression is Otro es Ramos, and adds, as 
an item of seventeenth-century pronunciation, 
that " la s antes de la r, se come " (cf. Vocabu- 
lario de Refranes, p. 159a). 

? 156. In connection with the epenthetic n 
might be mentioned the not infrequent cases 
where this n appears before a dental or dento- 
palatal consonant, at times showing the addi- 
tional influence of a neighboring nasal; cf. 
ponCana, manzana, muncho, etc. 

? 164. The popular plurals pieses, papases, 
etc., are explained on the basis of the diminu- 
tives piecito, papacito. It should be remem- 
bered, however, that the plural terminations 
(-es, -os, -as) are normally posttonic. Con- 
sequently it seems more natural to suppose that 
the folk simply re-pluralizes the abnormal 
forms pies, cafes, etc., on the basis of frances- 
franceses, cort6s-corteses; papases would eas- 
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ily come under the same general explanation 
(cf. Dial. of Mexico City, ? 43). 

? 170. In view of the total absence of ex- 
amples, why should we suppose that the forms 
vosotros, nosotros existed "en una 6poca tem- 
prana " ? 

? 183. In connection with hogano (<hoc 
anno) cf. eganyo (Brutails, 158). 

? 261. To the list of contracted futures add 
e. g. o rre, (oir). 

? 428. As an example of the plural of com- 
pound nouns the Old Spanish lugarestenientes 
is of interest. 

? 457. This is an interesting treatmeent of 
change in gender caused by assimilation; for 
example the masculine gender of rivers on ac- 
count of rio, of mountains on account of monte, 
etc. Compare also the feminine gender and 
singular number of Campos or Campo8 G6tios 
in Old Spanish, for which we may find an ex- 
planation in tierra de Campos. 

? 503. Apropos of the accentuation of the 
enclitic pronoun in imperatives, the Mexican 
dialect contains a curous syntactical expres- 
sion, I ndda6! ' Go away I ' 

? 555. The postposition of the adjective 
otro in Old Spanish is worthy of note: 
"Quando los ladrones otros vieron su senfor 
muerto, comengaron de fuyr" (Carlos Maynes, 
in Libros de Caballerii, ed. Bonilla, I, p. 
519b); " non mir6 las batallas otras del reino " 
(Ultramar, 420b); " no queria, otrosi, que 
hombre ninguno otro ni mujer los tomase en 
los brazos" (ibid., 94b). 

? 559. To the syntactical uses of cada add 
Old Spanish cad,&nos. 

? 628. Adverbs of place not only may have 
an attributive character, as illustrated by 
Hanssen, but may be used substantively; cf. 
aquel entonces, esta aqui. 

? 650. This interesting section on the special 
uses of the conjunction que may be supple. 
mented by the valuable note in Rodriguez 
Marnn, Rinconete y (Cortadillo, pp. 365-368. 
Hanssen's statement that " se puede suprimir 
el que," followed by two short illustrative ex- 
amples, seems rather inadequate treatment of 
this important phenomenon. Furthermore, 
Hanssen seems to state that the use of the 

substantive quo-clause as object of the prepo- 
sition de, was a usual construction in Old Span- 
ish; in reality, the construction in question is 
comparatively rare. 

? 729. The preposition fasta frequently 
means 'within' in Old Spanish, especially in 
legal prose; cf. " esta manda estonze deve seer 
firme, si fuere mostrada antel obispo fasta VI 
mes " (Fuoro Juzgo, p. 41a). Aragonese tro 
a may have the same meanig (cf. Brutails, 
14). 

C. cOz MABDEN. 
The Johlna Hopkins Unereity. 

Hexen, Teufel und Block8bergspuk in Ge.S 
schichte, Sage und Literatur, von KAR& 
KNoRTZ. Anaberg, Sachsn: Grars Ver. 
lag (Richard Liesche). 169 pp., M. 2.40. 

That universally curious scholar, Dr. Karl 
Knortz of North Tarrytown, New York, has 
published a new volume which should prove of 
considerable value to students of " Faust" in 
particular, and in general to those who are in- 
terested in the myriad manifestations of human 
superstition. He has drawn together from 
every imaginable source a mas of legend and 
anecdote concerning the witches of all times 
and countries; and in his third and final chap- 
ter he has collected all the available informa- 
tion concerning the principal characters in the 
earlier Walpurgisnacht. Frau Baubo, who 
opens the festivities, is given considerable at- 
tention, and her unusual mount much more. 
The treatment of the fair and dangerous Lilith 
is extended and curious, involving such a bib- 
liography of works of pure literature which 
have taken her for a theme, as could not easily 
be found elsewhere. The nameless fair one 
from whose mouth the red mouse escaped fur- 
nishes the occasion for a bewilderingly long 
list of similar superstitions from every quarter 
of the globe. Various other details of the story 
are illustrated quite as voluminously; and the 
volume closes with an interesting account of 
the jovial annual Walpurgiefest on the Brocken, 
with the text of the metrical " Devil's Sermon " 
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